Funded Trading Account Rules
June 2020

1. Traders must trade the most profitable symbols from the ToroChallengeTM.
2. Traders need to build equity within their account, to be able to increase their daily max loss and
the Buying Power.
3. If the trader reaches the daily max loss for two consecutive days, the daily max loss will be
reduced to half for the following day.
4. If the trader reaches the daily max loss for three consecutive days, they must go back to the
ToroChallengeTM and prove themselves again at their own cost.
5. Trader’s Responsibly: The Trader is fully responsible for managing their orders and their
positions.
6. Traders need to flat all positions before 16:00 EST.
7. No overnight positions are allowed.

Max Loss/Equity Table
Live25

Live50

Live100

Daily Max Loss

$200

$300

$500

Minimum Balance to
withdraw

$1,000

$2,000

$3,000

Day-to-Day Max Loss

10% of equity

10% of equity

10% of equity

Buying Power Increase Table
Starting BP

Account Equity “Cushion”

BP Increase to

$100,000

$15,000

$150,000

$150,000

$25,000

$250000

$250,000

$35,000

$500,000

$500,000

$60,000

$750,000

$750,000

$90,000

$1,000,000
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Funded Trading Account Rules
Payout
First payout will be sent out once a trader reaches the Equity Target or they request to withdraw from
the Funded Trading account.

Net Profits /Month

Payout to trader

Less than $5,000

50%

$5,000 to 10,000

70%

More than 10,000

85%

*Payout Cycle Bi-weekly with end of the month adjustment
*Payout Payments will be made through PayPal or Bank wire

Software Cost:
Free
Market Data
Exchanges Professional Market Data cost
Routes:
NASDAQ, NYSE, ARCA, BYZ, BZX, EDGA, EDGX.
Trading fees:
All pass through.
Reimbursement:
trader2B will reimburse ToroChallenge initial subscription fee, once you request your first payout
from your Funded Trading Account. To be qualified for the reimbursement, your net payout (after
the split) must be 2 times your initial subscription or more. an example:
You subscribed to Toro25 @$299/Month. To request your payout, your net payout must be $600 or more.

Accepted by Trader
Name:
Date:
Signature:

_

_
_
_
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